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For 17 years now, Hamburg based music festival klub katarakt has dedicated itself to present experimental
music outside of the impenetrable walls of academia. From the start, klub katarakt’s core identity has
been defined through openness – considering the integrity of artistic visions as much as the fact that
its audience does not, nor should it, consist exclusively of contemporary music experts. Ranging from
the unusual to the avant-garde, the performances presented at klub katarakt are supposed to excite, no
matter your background. Looking at its ever growing audience consisting of people from all walks of life
and ages, it seems to work out.
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Festival Day 1:
Lange//Berweck//Lorenz / Nelly Boyd
The festival will be kicked off by the the first ever Hamburg performance of Berlin based electroacoustical trio Lange//Berweck//Lorenz. Founded in 2014, the collective has committed itself to
realizing electronic scores, restoring and (re-) staging forgotten electronic works as well as collaborating
on new pieces with contemporary artists. At klub katarakt, Silke Lange, Sebastian Berweck and
Martin Lorenz will be taking the stage with a laboratory of analogue and digital synthesizers and
machines – the live performance will be extended by video and light design. They will be performing
pieces specifically written for them by Kirsten Reese, Midori Hirano and Bernhard Lang.

Lange//Berweck//Lorenz © Simon Detel (DR Kultur)

For the late concert, Hamburg based ensemble Nelly Boyd will bring a piece by composer Jan Feddersen
to the stage. Feddersen's compositions accentuate the aspect of spatiality. Chords in just intonation
produce a multitude of additional tones in the listener's ear, which are created solely by the exact tuning
as well as the specific architectural conditions of the venue itself: Differential tones, overtones, overlaps
caused by reflections, producing powerful pulsations – resulting in even more sounds, interferences and
reflections. This "spatial aspect" makes the composer's pieces look like a constantly changing sound
sculpture.
Founded in 2004, the ensemble and composer collective Nelly Boyd has specialized in experimental
and minimalistic music, and has worked with composers such as Alvin Lucier, Lois V Vierk, Christian
Wolff, and Rhys Chatham. The group has become known for their long-standing collaboration with
Phill Niblock, having played many of his pieces including several premieres. Nelly Boyd is performing
regularly at klub katarakt as well as blurred edges.
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Festival Day 2:
Klaus Lang / Trio Amos / Tamriko Kordzaia
Klaus Lang should have been composer in residence at klub katarakt in 2021 – which unfortunately
couldn’t happen due to the pandemic. We are excited to be able to make up for that in 2022.
The Austrian composer was born 1971 in Graz. To him,
music is a freestanding acoustic object. In his work, Lang
doesn’t use sound. He rather explores it while listening
closely, and "gives it the opportunity to unfold its inherent
beauty." (Lang)

Klaus Lang © Klaus Lang

Following a lecture about his compositional work, Lang
will be taking the stage with Austrian Trio Amos and
pianist Tamriko Kordzaia to present several pieces
resulting from his long-standing collaborations with the
aforementioned musicians. Lang himself will be playing
the harmonium. Furthermore, a new work commissioned
by klub katarakt will be premiered at the concert.

Trio Amos are musicians Sylvie Lacroix (flute), Michael Moser (violoncello) and Krassimir Sterev
(accordeon). The trio has collaborated with renowned composers as well as composers of the youngest
generation.

Trio Amos © Rebecca Lacroix
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Festival Day 3:
Gustavo Costa / The Interstring Project / Lisa Lammel & Desheng Chen
The third day starts out with a solo concert by Portuguese percussionist Gustavo Costa. In his work,
Costa is guided by a constant exploration of the limits of listening itself. Being a drummer, instrument
builder, teacher, and founder of Porto based collective Sonoscopia, he has been an important figure in
Portugal’s contemporary music and sound art scene for years. At klub katarakt, he will be performing his
first ever solo album Entropies and Mimetic Patterns for the first time in Hamburg.

Gustavo Costa © Rui Pinheiro

For the main concert of the day, The Interstring
Project will take the stage, a five piece ensemble
working within the grey area between New Music,
progressive rock and electronics – also for the first
time in Hamburg. On stage, the ensemble combines
acoustic and electric guitars with objects, preparations, effects and live-electronics. The ensemble's
goal is to get a young audience hooked on experimental music using the guitar as an instrument normally connotated to pop culture.

The Interstring Project © Fabian Schober

Their new multimedia concert inter/face presents several pieces dedicated to the ensemble. The
project is a musical reflection upon the "interface" as a technological and philosophical concept, a search
for intersections between parts foreign to each other, and the attempt to converge them: human and
computer, performer and composer, artist and audience. The Interstring Project will be performing
pieces by Hunjoo Jung, Sarah Nemtsov, and Francisco Uberto. A light and live visual concept by
German artist Cornelius Reitmayr will tie the pieces together and make the concert an immersive and
dynamic experience.
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For the late concert, Lisa Lammel and Desheng Chen will bring the last ever finished composition of
Italian composer Luigi Nono (1924 – 1990) to the stage: „Hay que caminar“ soñando for two violins
(1989). The essential topic of this composition is the act of wandering. The title stems from an inscription
that Nono discovered on a monastery wall in Toledo: "Caminante no hay caminos hay que caminar" –
"Wanderer. There are no roads. Just wandering." Nono just added the word "dreaming". Within this
performance, the two instrumentalists are called on to perform the piece from varying places in the
room. Wandering, somnambulistically, if you will, through the room.

Festival Day 4:
Lucrecia Dalt / Valentina Magaletti / Andrea Belfi / Emol / Nelly Boyd
The so-called Long Night, during which we will present five shorter concerts, will bring the festival to a close.
The work of Berlin based Columbian musician Lucrecia Dalt encompasses the dual worlds of avant-garde
and contemporary electronic music, drawing in influences from her academic background as a civil
engineer as well as musics and philosophies from across the world. Lucrecia Dalt combines abstract
music with sound design and vocals as poetic as haunting. Originally scheduled for 2021, she will now
finally perform her current record No era sólida (released September 2020) for the first time in Hamburg
– accompanied by some new tracks created during the pandemic.
Valentina Magaletti is an Italian drummer, percussionist and composer based in London whose goal is
to strategically enrich a folkloristic and eclectic palette through endless listening and experimentation
with new materials and sounds. She has worked with artists like Nicolas Jaar, Jandek, Charles Hayward,
Graham Lewis (Wire, Dome), Tightpaul Sandra (Coil, Spiritualized, Julian Cope), and Thurston Moore. Her
work ranges from more conventional jazz approaches all the way to drone / field recordings as well as
experimental and avant-garde productions. At klub katarakt, Valentina Magaletti will perform a solo set.

Andrea Belfi © Steve Glashier

Lucrecia Dalt © Camille Blake

Valentina Magaletti © Adele di Nunzio
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The Berlin based Italian drummer Andrea Belfi has gained a reputation for his energetic and charismatic
performances, both as a solo musician and within numerous collaborations. His new album Ore, which he
will be performing at klub katarakt, places drums at the centre of a deep, hypnotic listening experience,
where rhythm is combined with electronic textures and haunting sonic details. Over the years, Andrea
Belfi has built a sound-world that artfully combines a modest drum set-up with an equally concise
electronics component. On Ore, he attains a masterful synthesis of these two sonic realms.
Luka Lenzin aka Emol lives and works in Hamburg, making music and illustrating. Lenzin is part of the
bands plastiq and TWISK, as well as a member of the collective ZOLLO. Lenzin started making solo music
under the moniker of Emol in 2019. The amalgamation of vocals and electronics is creating an intimate
sound cosmos oscillating between experiment and pop in which synthesizers, sounds and vocals modulate the basic information carried by language. Following a shorter set during the Long Night of 2020,
Emol will, for the first time, be creating and premiering a longer continuous performance especially for
this evening.
Last but not least, Nelly Boyd will be taking the stage once more, this time performing a composition
by Robert Engelbrecht. The piece was written for six instrumentalists (three electric guitars, piano four
hands, and percussion) with six separate playbacks of electronic multichannel sounds which will wrap
themselves around musicians and audience alike and blend with the live parts of the musicians.
(updated: October 2021)
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Wednesday, January 19th
20:00

Opening with Lange//Berweck//Lorenz and Nelly Boyd Ensemble
Music by Kirsten Reese, Midori Hirano, Bernhard Lang, Jan Feddersen

Thursday, January 20th
18:00
19:30
21:00

Presentation Klaus Lang
Klaus Lang portrait I
Klaus Lang portrait II
with Trio Amos & Tamriko Kordzaia

Friday, January 21st
19:30
20:30
22:00

Gustavo Costa – Percussion solo
The Interstring Project – inter/face
with works by Hunjoo Jung, Sarah Nemtsov & Francisco Uberto
Luigi Nono: „Hay que caminar“ soñando
with Lisa Lammel & Desheng Chen

Saturday, January 22nd
20:00

Long Night with Lucrecia Dalt, Valentina Magaletti,
Emol, Andrea Belfi, Nelly Boyd / Robert Engelbrecht

Sponsored by:

Rusch-Stiftung
Ilse und Dr. Horst Rusch-Stiftung
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